
Group Podcast: Evaluation of group members 

This is a tool by which students can evaluate the members of the podcast group. It can be administered as a 

survey.  Students receive credit for completing the survey.  The evaluation of each group member by her peers is 

then calculated (based on total points possible as well as self-reflection) and comprises a percentage of the total 

student-generated podcast project grade. 

Assignment Description: You will earn ten application problem points by completing this 

survey.  Your evaluation will impact your group members' grades on the Group Podcast. For each 

element you will rate your group members on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (excellent). Please reflect 

on the entire experience of working in a group on this project when you complete your 

assessment.  My expectation for full credit is that students work at the level of 4 (good), with 5 

being a measure of outstanding excellence.  Please rate thoughtfully and accordingly.  

 

Self-assessment component: First you will be asked to evaluate your own performance in your 

Podcast group.  Please reflect thoughtfully.  This will not be used to amend or impact your 

grade.  It is my hope that reflecting on your own performance will (1) allow you to think how you 

might improve or continue to be effective in your next group (to be assigned next week) and (2) 

allow you to fairly evaluate the performance of your Group podcast peers.  

Thinking about all the components of the Group Podcast, rank yourself on a scale of 1 (worst) -5 

(best)  for performance on the Group Podcast on the following measures: 

 He/She was cooperative and did agreed upon tasks 

 He/She contributed significantly to the final submitted podcast 

 He/She did their fair share 

Assessment of group members: For each group member complete the following: 

Enter the name of the group member here: 

Rank the group member (whose name you entered above) on the on a scale of 1 (worst) -5 

(best)  for performance on the Group Podcast on the following measures: 

 He/She was cooperative and did agreed upon tasks 

 He/She contributed significantly to the final submitted podcast 

 He/She did their fair share 

 

 

 


